
Social 
Media

For 
Education

“Engage, Enlighten, Encourage and 
especially…just be yourself! Social 

media is a community effort, everyone is 
an asset.”
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I-Want-to-Know 
Moments



I-Want-to-Do 
Moments



I-Want-to-Prepare 
Moments



People Search When They Are Curious







Understand the Questions and Answer the queries





Google Trends
How people are 

searching?

goldmine of insight you can use to create fresh, 
ultra-useful content, The kind your students really 

want.

Digital 
Tools 

Answer the 
Public

 



Social Media
What is it?



Is It......
● social networking?
● social bookmarking?
● wiki?



An online platform that doesn't 
just give you information, but 
interacts with you while giving 

you that information. This 
interaction can be as simple as 

asking for your comments or 
letting you vote on an article.

Social media, on the other hand, is 
a two-way street that gives 

you the ability to 
communicate too.

Social Media



Social Media includes:
● Social Bookmarking. 
● Social News
● Social Networking. 
● Social Photo and Video Sharing. 
● Wikis.....
● Any website that invites you to interact with the site and with other visitors falls into the 

definition of social media.



Social Bookmarking
● A social bookmarking service is a centralized online service which enables users to add, 

annotate, edit, and share bookmarks of web documents. 

●  Delicious, founded in 2003, popularized the terms "social bookmarking" and "tagging". 

● Tagging is a significant feature of social bookmarking systems, enabling users to 
organize their bookmarks in flexible ways and develop shared vocabularies known 
as folksonomies.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_bookmark
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delicious_(website)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tag_(metadata)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folksonomy












Social News
● Interact by voting for articles and commenting on them.







Social networking
Interact by adding friends, commenting on profiles, joining groups and having 
discussions.



Popular Social Media Platforms



Top ten online platforms
1. Google.com 
2. Facebook.com   
3. Youtube.com 
4. baidu.com  
5. yahoo.com  
6. wikipedia.org  
7. amazon.com 
8. twitter.com 
9. taobao.com 

10. qq.com 



Power of  
Social Media

Network Network
Allows individuals to 
more easily use human 
networks

Interactive Interactive
Expects interactive rather 
than broadcast 
communication

Multimedia Multimedia
Is powerful because it 
uses not only text but 
video and audio as well ( 
multimedia)

Relies on objectives to facilitate 
communication



Social Media Characteristics

● Connectedness

● Collaboration

● Community



01
Video will continue to 

dominate

02
Social commerce will 

continue to expand

03
Augmented reality will 

go mainstream

04
Influencer marketing 

continues to rise

05
 Customer service 

becomes a big part 
of social media

06
Social audios will gain 

popularity

Trends in 
Social 
Media

Video Social Commerce

Augmented Reality Influencer Marketing

Customer Service Social audios



TEACHERS
You can;t be on all the 

platforms and you cannot 
follow all the trends



Step 1
Set social media goals that align to 

your objectives

Step 2
Learn everything you can 

about your audience

Step 3
Research the competition

Step 4
Conduct a social media 

audit

Social Media 
Strategy



Step 5
Set up accounts and improve existing 

profiles

Step 6
Find inspiration 

Step 7
Create a social media 

content calendar

Step 8
Test, evaluate, and adjust 
your strategy

Social Media 
Strategy



Creating content 
for social media
TOOLS AND TRICKS

@AnubhutiYadava



GIFs
GIFs lighten the tone of your presentation 

and are a useful tool for quickly engaging (or 
re-engaging) your viewers. They’re a great 

way to add humor in an otherwise mundane 
piece of content.

Creating content for 
social media

TOOLS: Giphy, Veed.io



ANIMATION
Animated videos, images, or words grab your 

viewer’s attention much more effectively than a 
still or text-only image. Another power of 

animation is its capability to make complex 
ideas simple and relatable to any viewer who 

comes across it.
TOOLS: Powtoon, Invideo, Animaker, Moovly

Creating content for 
social media

https://www.powtoon.com/blog/marketing-videos-people-love-share/
https://www.powtoon.com/blog/marketing-videos-people-love-share/


WHITEBOARD 
ANIMATION Whiteboard animation is 
popular for how-to or explanatory videos, typically 

featuring a visual display of an unseen narrator’s 
verbal explanation. This is a great medium for 

explainer videos that convey a product, process, 

or point of view.

TOOLS: VIdeoSCribe, Animaker, Explaindio, 
Mango Animate

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4OXX3tImWn0

Creating content for 
social media

https://www.forbes.com/sites/kateharrison/2016/02/26/four-reasons-why-your-next-marketing-move-should-be-a-whiteboard-animation-video/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kateharrison/2016/02/26/four-reasons-why-your-next-marketing-move-should-be-a-whiteboard-animation-video/


SCREEN RECORDING
 Trying to teach tech? A screen 

recording shows your 
viewer exactly how to do what they 

need to do and how to navigate around 
an unfamiliar platform or UI. 

TOOLS: Screencast-o-matic, 
Screencastify, OBS, Bandicam, Filmora

Creating content for 
social media

https://www.screenrecorder.work/
https://www.screenrecorder.work/


IMAGES
You’ve heard that a picture is worth a 
thousand words. If you can use one 

to visualize your point, do it. 

Creating content for 
social media

https://www.powtoon.com/blog/11-free-image-resources-presentation/


INFOGRAPHICS
Infographics offer complex information 

or statistics in an easy-to-digest, 
impactful way. Charts and graphs help 
the viewer comprehend data quickly, in 

a way that’s much simpler than 
explaining with words.

TOOLS: Infogram, Canva, Adobe 
Express

Creating content for 
social media



DATA VISUALIZATION 
Data visualization brings infographics to the 

next level. It takes huge data sets where it 
can be hard to understand trends, waves, 

and relationships between variables 
and visualizes them to help the views zoom 
out and see those relationships play out in 

front of them.

Creating content for 
social media

https://www.microstrategy.com/us/resources/introductory-guides/data-visualization-what-it-is-and-why-we-use-it
https://www.microstrategy.com/us/resources/introductory-guides/data-visualization-what-it-is-and-why-we-use-it


● https://www.lucidchart.com





https://www.google.com/fusiontables

Dr. Anubhuti Yadav, Associate Professor, New Media.  Email : 
anubhutiy@gmail.com

14-06-2023

https://www.google.com/fusiontables








Questions to ponder upon?

● Why schools in J & K do not have their own buildings?
● Why availability of toilets is less in Arunachal Pradesh?
● What does the following trend indicates?

14-06-2023



Infogram

Dr. Anubhuti Yadav, Associate Professor, New Media.  Email : 
anubhutiy@gmail.com

14-06-2023
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http://www-969.ibm.com/software/analytics/manyeyes/#/



● http://chartsbin.com/graph

Dr. Anubhuti Yadav, Associate Professor, New Media.  Email : 
anubhutiy@gmail.com

14-06-2023











Educational Use 
of Social Media 



What is social media?

•Social media is a computer-based technology 
that facilitates the sharing of ideas, thoughts, 
and information through the building of virtual 
networks and communities.

•Websites and applications that enable users to 
create and share content or to participate in 
social networking.



Various forms of social media

• WhatsApp, Telegram, SignalMessaging Apps

• Facebook, Twitter, LinkedInSocial Networking

• Instagram, PinterestPhoto Sharing

• YouTube, Vimeo, Tiktok, Instareels, FBlive
Video Sharing and 

interactivity

• Tumblr, Reddit
Blogging/Community 

Building

• Clubhouse, Twitter Spaces, SpotifySocial audio platforms



How to select the appropriate social media

Purpose: sharing information, content, interactivity

One-way communication or two-way communication

One-to-one connectivity or group connectivity

Synchronous or asynchronous

Disappearing content or long term availability



Messaging App
•Instant messaging

•Group discussion

•Sharing content

•Developing networks



Facebook Facebook profile, Group, and 
page
•Profile: To disseminate 
information in the public, 
asynchronous tool

•Group: Open or closed 
group, selected participants, 
controlled

•Page: one-way 
communication, more 
control, content hosting 





Audio Social Media
•Group discussions

•Live audio-streaming



Video Sharing  (YouTube)

•Interactive video
•Video hosting
•Content sharing





Social Media Safety
•Be Cautious of Sharing Too Much

•Adjust Privacy Settings

• Limit Details About Work History

•Verify Who You're Connecting 
With

•Keep Control of Comments – Be 
Aware of Impersonators

•Control What Information is 
Shared with Outside Sources

•Be Careful of Over-Friending

•What Goes Online Stays Online



Enjoy 
networked 
learning…


